
connect your business
with loyal redmen fans

with the newmarket redmen
fanpass loyalty program

on-the-go
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engage redmen fans on-the-go              
with the           redmen fanpass.
★ being mobile gives your business the extra                         

visibility that today’s economic environment demands.

★ the always-on and always-aware nature of smartphones 
provides more timely communications than any other channel.

★ smartphones provide the opportunity for sponsors to engage 
fans anytime, anywhere - surely today’s most persuasive 
media platform. 
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how it works...

Loyal redmen fans purchase a redmen 
fanpass that is valid for a full season.

to receive the exclusive perks, members 
visit participating locations and flash 
their redmen fanpass card or their mobile 
fanpass at time of purchase...it’s that simple!
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fans, register their redmen fanpass card 
number online and browse the directory 
of amazing fan perks offered exclusively 
to redmen fanpass members.

...easy as 1, 2, 3

the redmen fanpass features technology
 which allows fans to create a personalized 
mobile version of their fanpass. 
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mobile visibility
categories – sponsors can choose
which category they wish to be 
listed under. members simply tap    
a category and browse though the 
detailed directory of sponsors and 
their exclusive perks.
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mobile visibility
directory – once members select a 
category they can scroll through 
a list of sponsors and their 
exclusive perks. 
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mobile visibility
perk screen – when on the 
directory page, members simply  
tap on the “get perk” icon to view     
a sponsor’s full screen ad 
outlining the perk details. 
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mobile visibility
mobile fanpass – to receive the 
exclusive perk, members simply 
show their mobile fanpass at time 
of purchase by tapping the redmen 
logo in the navigation tab.  
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                    map – when on the
                    perk screen, members
                    can also tap on the map 
icon to Get directions  to the 
selected location and the 
exclusive perk details.  

mobile visibility
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no smartphone? no problem.
the classic loyalty card –  
for the fans that want to 
participate but do not own 
a smartphone,  we offer a 
classic loyalty card that 
gives members access to the 
same great perks as the 
mobile version.
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Web SIte visibility | home page

 600 x 300 big box ads are 
available exclusively to 
redmen fanpass sponsors.   

 logo placement in the 
scroll bar with a link to 
sponsors perk details is 
available for redmen 
fanpass sponsors.
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Web SIte visibility | where to use it
 sponsors are listed under 
their chosen category in 
the Perk directory. when 
members select a sponsor 
from the directory they 
see an ad of the perk along 
with the perk details. 
members are also shown a 
map pinpointing locations 
that the perk is available.

 members roll over the 
pinpoints to view address, 
phone number and url.
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get in the game today.




